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ABSTRACT
Logistic regression is a standard procedure for real-world classification problems. The challenge of class
imbalance arises in two-class classification problems when the minority class is observed much less than
the majority class. This characteristic is endemic in many domains. Work by Owen has shown that cluster
structure among the minority class may be a specific problem in highly imbalanced logistic regression. In
this article, we propose a novel relabeling approach to handle the class imbalance problem when using
logistic regression, which essentially assigns new labels to the minority class observations. An expectation–
maximization algorithm is formalized to serve as a tool for efficiently computing this relabeling. Modeling on
such relabeled data can lead to improved predictive performance. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this
approach with detailed experiments on real datasets. Supplemental materials for the article are available
online.
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1. Introduction

High class imbalance refers to the situation in which one of two
classes is extremely rare in the binary classification problem.
Dealing with class imbalance is a challenging technical problem
which is important in a variety of applications, including image
classification (Buda, Maki, and Mazurowski 2018), medical sci-
ence (Mac Namee et al. 2002; Li, Liu, and Hu 2010), fraud
detection (Guo et al. 2008), and political science (King and Zeng
2001). In many cases, the minority class represents the more
important class of interest, from an application point of view;
for example, loan default in the credit risk industry (Brown and
Mues 2012) and oil spills in satellite radar images (Kubat, Holte,
and Matwin 1998).

The performance of standard classification algorithms is
often poor when learning from imbalanced data (Visa and
Ralescu 2005). Addressing this challenge, a large number of
approaches have been proposed to handle imbalanced data.
These approaches can be divided into three groups, based on
their mechanisms (He and Garcia 2008; García and Herrera
2009):

1. Data level: construct a balanced data set via sampling,
2. Algorithm level: modify algorithms for learning from imbal-

anced data (e.g., cost-sensitive learning, active learning),
3. Combined data-level and algorithm-level approach.

The novel approach developed in this article, built around
logistic regression, falls most naturally in the “algorithm level”
category.

Logistic regression is a well established classification algo-
rithm which remains a reference benchmark in many domains
like consumer credit risk, due to the regulatory requirement
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of interpretability. Owen (2007) provided an asymptotic result
which suggests that the minority class data contribute to logis-
tic regression estimation only via its mean vector. This result
suggests an obvious concern when cluster structure is present
in the minority class and this is reduced to the mean vector.
In this article, we propose a new approach to handle highly
imbalanced classification problems when using logistic regres-
sion. Essentially, this approach seeks to relabel the minority
class into several new classes to circumvent the imbalance prob-
lem by exploiting cluster structure, hence improving predictive
performance.

A binary classification problem involves training data labeled
in the set {0, 1}. Assuming class 1 is the minority class, the
relabeling concept seeks to construct a new pseudo-label in
{1, 2, . . . , K} for the class 1 objects, which captures the cluster
structure. A classifier capable of handling multiple classes is
then trained. Subsequently, in deployment on unlabeled data,
the task is treated as a binary problem by classifying to class 0 or
otherwise (e.g., {1, 2, . . . , K}). This relabeling concept is generic,
but the known properties of logistic regression with imbalanced
data provide a clear motivation for this approach. The primary
objective is to improve classification performance, by trying to
detect and exploit structure in the minority class.

1. Our relabeling approach explicitly addresses the problem of
imbalance identified by Owen (2007) for logistic regression,
in a way that other methods do not, by not assuming a
heterogeneous structure among the rare class. This makes our
proposed relabeling approach different from reweighting or
bias correction methods (e.g., King and Zeng 2001; Maalouf
and Siddiqi 2014 which both focus on better coefficient esti-
mates of the binary logistic regression).
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2. The relabeling approach allows for latent sub-classes among
the rare class, which may identify application-specific sub-
groups. For example, for credit risk, it may identify dif-
ferent types of bad customers (e.g., the traditional distinc-
tion between “can’t pay” and “won’t pay” (Bravo, Thomas,
and Weber 2015), although others will exist). This point is
demonstrated in our credit scoring example later.

From the perspective of inference about model parameters,
logistic regression with fixed xi’s and random yi’s is an expo-
nential family model (Owen and Roediger 2014), for which
the sufficient statistics are

∑M
i=1 yi and

∑M
i=1 xiyi (M denotes

the number of samples) (McCullagh and Nelder 2019). Our
relabeling approach will not make a profound difference for esti-
mating coefficient estimates, since only

∑M
i=1 yi and

∑M
i=1 xiyi

are sufficient statistics. However, in terms of the predictive capa-
bility of the model, exploring the potential underlying struc-
ture among the minority class gives benefits, by finding and
exploiting structure. Performance improvements arising from
exploiting structure are demonstrated, for example, by Efron
(1975) which shows that the relative efficiency of linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) is higher than logistic regression when
training set samples xi arise from two multivariate normal distri-
butions (i.e., when the normal assumptions of LDA are correct).
Rosset and Tibshirani (2019) took a “Random-X” view, which
assumes that samples are independently drawn for both training
and prediction, and shows that the randomness in the sample
contributes to both the bias and variance in a bias-variance
decomposition. Here, our objective is primarily classification
performance, and our relabeling method is an effective and
powerful way to handle the class imbalance problem in logistic
regression, especially when a cluster structure is evident within
the minority class data.

There are two issues to resolve with the relabeling concept:
selecting the number of pseudo-classes, K, and identifying the
mapping of minority class instances to the K pseudo-classes.
The latter problem is combinatorial and hence computationally
challenging even for small data sets. While a brute-force
attack is possible, we have found it to be computationally
demanding. This article develops a new formulation of
multiple logistic regression that allows the identification of
a given number of pseudo-classes and supports estimation
via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm which, in
turn, reduces the computational burden significantly for the
relabeling process (compare to brute-force methods). The
former problem, selecting K, is resolved with a cross-validation
approach.

To summarize the approach, we first define notation. Let
x1i, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} denote the minority class observations, which
are labeled as class 1, Y = 1, in the training data. Here, we are
seeking to selectively relabel the minority class into K pseudo-
classes, which means assigning each minority observation x1i a
new label zi = k, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Then,
the core problem is estimating Pr(zi = k|x1i), the probability
of a minority class observation belonging to pseudo-class k.
Assuming zi arises from {1, 2, . . . , K} with probability � =
{φ1, . . . , φK}, that is, zi ∼ multinomial(�), where

∑K
k=1 φk =

1, then, we can write the case-wise contributions to the likeli-

hood function with pseudo-classes as

K∑
k=1

φkPr(zi = k|x1i). (1)

By plugging Equation (1) into the log-likelihood function of a
logistic regression, we can use the EM algorithm to maximize
the log-likelihood function and evaluate Pr(zi = k|x1i) simul-
taneously. On completion of this joint maximization, we relabel
each minority class observation x1i by assigning

zi = arg max
1≤k≤K

Pr (Z = k|X = x1i) .

In the presence of cluster structure in the minority class, con-
structing a multinomial logistic regression on this relabeled
minority class data has the potential to alleviate the problem
of highly imbalanced logistic regression, via using each pseudo-
classes’ mean vector.

The outline of this article is as follows. Section 2 gives back-
ground to logistic regression and its limit behavior with highly
imbalanced data. Section 3 extends the infinitely imbalanced
logistic regression results to infinitely imbalanced multinomial
logistic regression. We introduce our novel relabeling approach
and corresponding algorithmic and deployment procedures in
Section 4. Section 5 provides the results of experiments with
this relabeling approach on several imbalanced data sets to
demonstrate its effectiveness.

2. Background

Logistic regression is used to estimate the posterior probabil-
ities of each class in the binary classification problem. Here,
we denote the binary response as Y ∈ {0, 1}, with Y = 1
indicating the minority class. Pr(Y = 1|X = x) refers to the
conditional probability of a p-dimensional vector x belonging
to the minority class whenever X = x. The binary logistic
regression model has the form

Pr(Y = 1|X = x) = eα+βT x

1 + eα+βT x
,

where α is an intercept and β is a slope parameter vector, both
to be estimated. Given M observations in a data set, the log-
likelihood function for independent observations can be written
as

� logistc
regression

= ∑M
i=1

[
yi log(Pr(Y = 1|X = xi))

+ (1 − yi) log(Pr(Y = 0|X = xi))
]

= ∑M
i=1

[
yi(α + βTxi) − log(1 + eα+βT xi)

]
.
(2)

Next, we introduce the result of infinitely imbalanced logistic
regression, to illustrate the unwanted consequence mentioned
in Section 1. Following the notation of Owen (2007), let x1i, i ∈
{1, . . . , n} represent n p-dimensional minority class feature vec-
tors; x0i, i ∈ {1, . . . , N} represent N p-dimensional majority
class feature vectors; and M = N + n. We focus on the case
when n � N. To clearly show results, Owen (2007) centers
the log-likelihood function (2) around the minority class mean
vector x̄∗ = ∑n

i=1 x1i/n. Owen (2007) also assumed that there
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is a good approximation for the distribution of the majority
class data, denoted by F, which is reasonable in the infinitely
imbalanced case N → ∞. Thus, the log-likelihood function (2)
can be simplified to

�(α, β) = nα −
n∑

i=1
log

(
1 + eα+βT(x1i−x̄∗)

)
− N

∫
log(1 + eα+βT(x−x̄∗))dF(x). (3)

It is well known that the coefficient estimates of the logistic
regression do not converge when there is a linear separation
between two classes (Silvapulle 1981). Owen proposes to use the
following definition to describe this overlap requirement.

Definition 1. (Owen 2007, definit. 3) The distribution F on R
p

has a point x̃ surrounded if∫
(x−̃x)Tψ≥ε

dF(x) > δ (4)

holds for some ε > 0, some δ > 0 and all ψ ∈ � = {ψ ∈
R

p|ψTψ = 1}.

Owen also assumed that∫
exTβ(1 + ||x||)dF(x) < ∞ (5)

for all β ∈ R
p, to ensure that the F does not have tails that are

so heavy leading to a degenerate logistic regression. The main
result is thus supplied in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. (Owen 2007, theor. 8) Let n ≥ 1, and x1i, . . . , x1n ∈
R

p be fixed. Suppose that F satisfies the tail condition (Equa-
tion (5)) and surrounds the minority class mean vector x̄∗ =∑n

i=1 x1i/n as described in Definition 1. Then the maximizer
(̂α, β̂) of �(α, β) given by Equation (3) satisfies

lim
N→∞

∫
exT β̂xdF(x)∫
exT β̂dF(x)

= x̄∗.

A consequence of this theorem is that, by replacing the
minority class data with its mean vector, logistic regression
yields the same coefficient estimates as using all of the minority
class. Owen (2007) also noted that, when a sharp clustering
structure exists among the minority class, the minority mean
vector can be a poor representation of the whole minority class.
Our proposal is to identify this cluster structure, associate each
cluster with a pseudo-class, and then fit a multinomial logistic
regression to the resulting (multi-class) classification data. This
article describes an efficient approach to achieve this, which
sometimes improves classification performance.

3. Multinomial Logistic Regression and Class
Imbalance

We have briefly described infinitely imbalanced logistic regres-
sion. Now, we give a similar result for multinomial logistic
regression with a specific highly imbalanced multi-class setting.

This section is a preamble for our proposed relabeling approach;
the result is important for the later EM calculation.

Multinomial logistic regression can be set up as a one versus
rest classes model (Anderson 1972), which we will consider a
base versus interest classes model. In order to be consistent with
the binary logistic regression we introduced in the previous
section, here, we use xjik to denote observations, where j ∈
{0, 1} represents whether an observation comes from interest
classes or not. Specifically, x0i0, i ∈ {1, . . . , N} denotes the
base class data. x1ik, i ∈ {1, . . . , nk}, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} denotes K
interest classes, where each interest class has nk, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}
observations. Thus, the log-likelihood function of multinomial
logistic regression is

�multinomial logistic
regression

=
K∑

k=1

nk∑
i=1

×
[
αk + xT

1ikβk − log

(
1 +

K∑
k′=1

eαk′+xT
1ikβk′

)]

−
N∑

i=1

[
log

(
1 +

K∑
k′=1

eαk′+xT
0i0βk′

)]
. (6)

We are concerned with the n � N case as an extension of Owen
(2007), where n = ∑K

k=1 nk (the number of the observations
comprising the interest classes). The main result we seek is that
each interest class k only contributes to the multinomial logistic
regression via its mean vector x̄k = ∑nk

i=1 x1ik/nk, where k ∈
{1, . . . , K}.

We still assume there is a good approximation of the base
(majority) class distribution F, which does not have a heavy
tail (Equation (5)) and surrounds x̄k where k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (see
Albert and Anderson (1984) which shows the surrounded con-
dition is still essential). It is important to notice that Becg
and Gray (1984) show that using a series of separate logistic
regression asymptotically gives the same coefficient estimates as
solving multinomial logistic regression. However, the following
Theorem 2 can not be obtained via directly combining (Owen
2007) and (Becg and Gray 1984). This is because the (Becg and
Gray 1984) result asymptotically requires (N +∑K

k=1 nk) → ∞
and nk/N are nonnegligible, that is, min(n1, . . . , nk, N) → ∞,
where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, but Theorem 2 only requires N → ∞.
Following the approach of Owen (2007) for logistic regression,
we center multinomial logistic regression (6) around the mean
vector x̄	 of an interest class chosen arbitrarily, which 	 can
be any one of the k in {1, . . . , K} (note that the choice of this
arbitrary class will make no different to the model estimation).
The corresponding number of the samples in class 	 and the
parameters are denoted by n	, α	, β	, respectively. Then the log-
likelihood function (6) can be modified to

�(α1, . . . , αK , β1, . . . , βK) = n	α	 −
n	∑

i=1

×
[

log

(
1 +

K∑
k′=1

eαk′+(x1i	−x̄	)
Tβk′

)]

+
K∑

k=1
but k�=	

[
nkαk +

nk∑
i=1

(x1ik − x̄	)
Tβk
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−
nk∑

i=1

[
log

(
1 +

K∑
k′=1

eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)
Tβk′

)]]

−N
∫

log

(
1 +

K∑
k′=1

eαk′+(x−x̄	)
Tβk′

)
dF(x), (7)

where αk is the intercept term, and βk is the slope vector of class
k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. The integration in the last line of Equation (7)
is the log-likelihood of the base class part and the first two
lines of Equation (7) are the log-likelihood of the interest classes
part.

Theorem 2. Let n ≥ 1, and x1ik, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, i ∈ {1, . . . , nk}
be fixed and suppose F satisfies the tail condition (Equation (5))
and surrounded at x̄ks, k ∈ {1, ..., K} as described in Defini-
tion 1. Let x̄	 be any one of the interest class mean vector x̄ks.
Then the corresponding maximizer (̂α	, β̂	) of Equation (7)
satisfies

lim
N→∞

∫
xexT β̂	dF(x)∫
exT β̂	dF(x)

= x̄	.

This theorem gives the limit behavior of any interest class
when N → ∞; we provide the proof of this theorem in
Appendix A.

4. Model-Based Clustering for Minority Class

Owen (2007) showed that the broader distributional structure
of the minority class is not taken into account by highly imbal-
anced logistic regression when cluster structure is present in
minority class data. Relabeling the minority class data into
distinct pseudo-classes is a potential approach to alleviate this
problem, by using each pseudo-class’ mean vector in multino-
mial logistic regression.

Relabeling can be implemented in various ways and presents
a computational challenge, since it is an optimization problem
over discrete subsets and hence presents as a combinatorial
problem. In theory, relabeling n minority observations to
K pseudo-classes brings Kn potential solutions. Searching
this space of relabeling using a brute force method (e.g.,
genetic algorithms, John 1975) is computationally expensive.
Unsupervised clustering methods (e.g., K-means, Hartigan
and Wong 1979 and hierarchical clustering, McQuitty 1966)
could be used to segment data into distinct pseudo-classes. The
generated pseudo-classes, however, may not lead to a better
performance because the objective functions of K-means and
hierarchical clustering are not linked to the objective of opti-
mizing discrimination between the majority and rare classes.
To manage both the computational burden and the objective
of optimizing discrimination, we propose a novel relabeling
procedure using the EM algorithm and multinomial logistic
regression.

4.1. Model Description

We again use the notation of Section 2. The fundamental prob-
lem here is relabeling the minority class data into several new
pseudo-classes. The pseudo-labels of the minority class data

{x1i; i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, however, are unobserved. In order to
demonstrate this problem as an incomplete-data problem, we
introduce the set of latent variables {zi = k; i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k ∈
{1, . . . , K}} to represent the pseudo-class labels. For now, we
assume K is known. As introduced in Section 1, if we assume
zi arises from a mixture of a finite number of subpopulations in
proportions � = {φ1, . . . , φK}, that is, zi ∼ multinomial(�),
where

∑K
k=1 φk = 1, then for a fixed observation i, the case-

wise contribution to the log-likelihood function with pseudo-
classes can be written as

∑K
k=1 φkPr(zi = k|x1i) (Equation (1)).

More specifically, the underlying population of the minority
class is modeled as consisting of K distinct pseudo-classes with
unknown populations �.

Writing down the log-likelihood function of the complete
data

� =
n∑

i=1

(
log

K∑
k=1

φk
(
Pr(zi = k|x1i)

))

+
N∑

i=1
log(Pr(yi = 0|x0i)), (8)

where Pr(zi = k|x1i) and Pr(yi = 0|x0i) can be modeled by
various classification methods (by simply relabeling yi = 0 to
zi = 0, then using logistic regression or naive Bayes, etc). If we
consider the majority class as the base class, then we can use
multinomial logistic regression, where

logit(Pr(zi = k|x1i)) = αk + xT
1iβk, where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. (9)

Henceforth, we use α and β to denote the parameter set of
scalars αk and vectors βk for k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.

Finally, we make two remarks about this model. First, it
is possible to reason about a binary classification output by
considering Pr(Y = 0|X = x) = 1 − ∑K

k=1 Pr(Z = k|X = x).
Second, this relabeling approach is useful to explore the latent
subclasses in many application domains.

4.2. Expectation–Maximization Algorithm

The parameters �, α, and β in Equations (8) and (9) are esti-
mated in the proposed multinomial model. We use the EM
algorithm to perform the optimization of this model in the
highly imbalanced scenario n � N.

First, we write the log-likelihood function of the minor-
ity class, where p̂ik denotes the estimated posterior probability
Pr(zi = k|x = x1i), k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

n∑
i=1

log(Pr(yi = 1|x1i; �, α, β))

=
n∑

i=1
log

( K∑
k=1

φkPr(zi = k|x1i; αk, βk)
)

=
n∑

i=1
log

K∑
k=1

( p̂ikφkPr(zi = k|x1i; αk, βk)
p̂ik

)

≥
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog
(φkPr(zi = k|x1i; αk, βk)

p̂ik

)
by Jensen’s Inequality
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=
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog(φk) +
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog
(

Pr(zi = k|x1i; αk, βk)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
to be optimized

−
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog(̂pik). (10)

Equation (10) provides a lower bound for the part in the log-
likelihood function (8) related to the minority class. Notice that
only the underlined part involves the parameters we seek to
estimate, thus, the Q function for the EM algorithm to optimize
is

Q(�, α, β) =
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog(φk)

+
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog
(
Pr(zi = k|x1i; αk, βk)

)
+

N∑
i=1

log(Pr(yi = 0|x0i; α, β)), (11)

with the additional constraint that the φk’s sum to one. For con-
venience, let v denote all model coefficients in the multinomial
logistic regression and V denote all parameters for optimiza-
tion (model coefficients and latent class probabilities). Since
the pseudo-label zi = k is unknown, we start with random
numbers generated from a uniform distribution between 0 and
1 as the initial guesses for p̂(1)

ik . Here, p̂(1)

ik denotes p̂ik in the first
iteration, and for any fixed i,

∑K
k=1 p̂(1)

ik is constrained to be one.
Then, we iterate following the E - step and the M - step, until
convergence.

• E - step:
In the (u + 1)th iteration, given the current parame-

ter estimates V(u), the posterior probability of the minority
observation i belonging to pseudo-class k is

p̂(u+1)

ik = φ
(u)

k Pr{zi = k|x1i; v(u)}∑K
k=1 φ

(u)

k Pr{zi = k|x1i; v(u)}
;

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k ∈ {1, . . . , K},

hence, the new weighted pseudo-class “center” is,

μ
(u+1)

k =
∑n

i=1 p̂(u+1)

ik x1i∑n
i=1 p̂(u+1)

ik
; i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.

• M - step:
Given the estimated posterior probability p̂(u+1)

ik in the E
- step, calculate V(u+1) by maximizing

Q(V(u+1)|V(u)) = Q1(v(u+1)|V(u)) + Q2(�
(u+1)|V(u)),

where

Q1(v(u+1)|V(u)) =
n∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂(u+1)

ik log(Pr(zi = k|x1i; v(u+1)))

+
N∑

i=1
log(Pr(yi = 0|x0i; v(u+1))), (12)

and

Q2(�
(u+1)|V(u)) =

n∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂(u+1)

ik log(φ(u+1)

k ).

In the M - step, Q1 and Q2 can be maximized sepa-
rately, hence giving the maximizer of v(u+1) and �(u+1), respec-
tively. The maximizer of Q2 with constraint

∑K
k=1 φ

(u+1)

k = 1
is given by

φ
(u+1)

k = 1
n

n∑
i=1

p̂(u+1)

ik .

The algorithm terminates when relative changes in the
Q(�, α, β) (Formula (11)) are deemed sufficiently small. In
our experience, terminating the process when the change is less
than 0.01% is sufficient, usually resulting in convergence within
50 iterations. The pseudo code of this algorithm can be found
in the supplementary material.

A general proof for the monotonicity of the EM algorithm is
given by (Tanner 2012, p. 34, Theorem 1), and we also provide a
proof of monotonicity for the proposed algorithm in Theorem
3 of Appendix A. Upon convergence, we construct a relabeled
data set by assigning each minority class observation x1i a label
zi = arg max1≤k≤K Pr (Z = k|X = x1i). This relabeled data set
is then amenable to standard multinomial logistic regression.

The time complexity for our EM algorithm is O(KnI)
(see Zhong and Ghosh 2003) where I is the number of the
iterations needed to solve the multinomial logistic regression Q1
(Equation (12)) which is determined by the corresponding
numerical methods being used. The worst time complexity for
solving a multinomial logistic regression when using iteratively
reweighted least squares (Green 1984) is O(p3K) (Komarek
2004), where p is the dimension of the data. As we described
at the beginning of this section, a brute force method like the
genetic algorithm has time complexity O(n3I) (Nopiah et al.
2010), which is worse than our EM algorithm. Typically, the EM
algorithm is not as popular as other clustering algorithms when
the data set is large (Meilijson 1989). For example, K-means
and hierarchical clustering algorithms have time complexity
O(Kn) and O(n2log(n)) respectively (de Tré et al. 2016), which
gives practical performance, even on large data sets. However,
they face the problem of not providing valuable pseudo-classes
for optimizing discrimination between the majority and rare
classes, as we can see from the results of experiments in
Section 5. In practice, due to the nature of highly imbalanced
data, n may be very small, making our algorithm viable for large
problems (i.e., when N is large).

4.3. Identification of the Number of Pseudo-Classes

In this section, we briefly address the problem of identifying the
number of pseudo-classes K. In general, selecting the unknown
number (hyperparameter) of latent groups is a challenging
and unresolved problem. Among various proposed methods
to select the “right” number of groups, information criteria
are widely used due to their simplicity. The two most popular
information criteria are the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Burn-
ham and Anderson 2004). However, they may overestimate
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Table 1. The number of variables and observations, the proportion of the minority class and the source of the experimental data sets.

Data Number of Proportion Number of Source Target
Variables minority (%) observations variable

Taiwan credit card 23 22.12 30,000 Yeh and Lien (2009) credit card default
European credit card transaction 29 0.17 284,807 Dal Pozzolo et al. (2015) fraudulent transaction
Bank telemarketing 20 11.26 41,188 Moro, Cortez, and Rita (2014) successful telemarketing
Lending Club loan 33 11.95 157,085 Confidential loan default
Loan recovery data 21 2.17 8237 Confidential (Ye and Bellotti 2019) full recovery

or underestimate the number of groups for model based
clustering (Zhong and Ghosh 2003). Alternatively, statistical
hypothesis testing is another popular procedure, often framed
as testing the null hypothesis that there are K pseudo-classes in
the minority class against the alternative hypothesis that there
are K + 1 pseudo-classes in the minority class. Unfortunately,
the standard likelihood ratio test is not appropriate here because
the test statistic is not asymptotically chi-squared distributed (Li
et al. 1988; Titterington 1990). The bootstrap likelihood ratio
test (McLachlan 1987; Feng and McCulloch 1996) and Monte
Carlo methods (Smyth 1997) are more precise, however they are
computationally expensive. Compared to the above methods,
cross-validation is effective and fast when the sample size is
adequate, and this approach is widely used in model based
clustering (Smyth 2000).

Here, we use a cross-validation procedure to estimate a per-
formance measure for each choice of K. Motivated by problems
in retail finance and its insensitivity to class distribution, we
use the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) as a performance
measure, though many other choices are valid and reasonable. In
each iteration (fold) of cross-validation, the procedure described
above is used, namely to first relabel the data to K pseudo-
classes, fit a multinomial logistic regression, and then estimate
the posterior probability of each test set observation belonging
to the base class. The latter stage provides the means to evaluate
the AUC, which is then averaged over cross-validation folds.
The number of pseudo-classes, K, is tested in increasing order,
and the process terminates when the estimated AUC stops
improving.

Note that AUC with K pseudo-classes may equal to AUC
with K + 1 pseudo-classes for one of two reasons: the estimated
mixture has an empty pseudo-class (φk ≈ 0 for a k ∈ {1, . . . , K})
or the estimated mixture has several identical pseudo-classes
({αk, βk} = {αk′ , βk′ } for some k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , K}, k �= k′). These
could be investigated by comparing {�, α, β} after running the
EM algorithm.

5. Experiment

We have proposed an EM algorithm for relabeling the minority
class data into several distinct pseudo-classes. In this section,
we illustrate some experiments to demonstrate our algorithm’s
effectiveness. These data are from the credit risk industry, fraud
detection, and bank telemarketing. Nested cross-validation
experiments are conducted on five datasets and a long time
frame forecasting experiment is conducted on a mortgage
dataset. As mentioned in the previous section, the K-means
algorithm, as a standard clustering tool, can be used to generate
pseudo-classes without the consideration of the majority class

effect. For comparison, we present the experimental results
when using the K-means algorithm to relabel the minority
class into several pseudo-classes. Two other widely used
mitigation methods for highly imbalanced logistic regression
are penalizing or weighting the likelihood (King and Zeng
2001; Wang, Xu, and Zhou 2015). Maalouf and Siddiqi (2014)
proposed a rare event-weighted logistic regression (RE-WLR)
algorithm for better performance of logistic regression on
large and imbalanced or rare-event data. We will also give
the experimental results when using lasso penalized logistic
regression or RE-WLR algorithm2. All of these experiments are
conducted on the same computer3 and use the R programming
language4.

5.1. Nested Cross-Validation Experiment

Five binary classification data sets are considered in this sec-
tion. We report the number of variables and observations, the
proportion of the minority class and the source in Table 1. All
datasets include some independent variables. Furthermore, each
data set has a binary variable which indicates whether a target
event happens. Further details of these data are available at the
source mentioned in Table 1.

5.1.1. Experimental Procedure
We randomly split each dataset into ten folds. In each iteration,
nine folds of data serve as the training set and one fold as the test
set. Within the training data, we use the cross-validation strat-
egy described in Section 4.3 to identify the number of pseudo-
classes K. To summarize, the inner cross-validation loop is used
for identifying K, and the outer cross-validation loop is used to
measure the performance in the inner loop.

5.1.2. Results
Tables 2 and 3 give the mean AUC and the corresponding
standard deviation in the 10-fold cross-validation procedure and
using a hold-out test set, respectively. The boldface text in Table 2
gives the number of pseudo-classes K when using the cross-
validation procedure described in Section 4.3 on the training
set. For comparison, the relabeled model and standard logistic
regression are deployed on the test set. The latter corresponds to
K = 1 in the tables.

2We are grateful to Dr Ahmad Zaenal for providing RE-WLR algorithm code
https://github.com/zaenalium/rewlr.

3Apple iMac with 4.2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 32 GB 2400 MHz DDR4
memory

4 Multinomial logistic regression is implemented using package mnlogit,
and the inner loop for the experiments in Section 5.1 are implemented in
parallel by using package foreach.
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of the AUC from the cross-validation exper-
iment on the training set.

Taiwan credit card K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Cross-validation AUC 1 0.7242 0.0022
2 (270.4 mins) 0.7545 0.0030
3 (351.7 mins) 0.7242 0.0022

Credit Fraud K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Cross-validation AUC 1 0.9740 0.0027
2 (570.3 mins) 0.9747 0.0024
3 (834.2 mins) 0.9746 0.0025

Bank telemarketing K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Cross-validation AUC 1 0.7913 0.0018
2 (26.9 mins) 0.7829 0.0018
3 (28.8 mins) 0.7897 0.0020

Lending Club K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Cross-validation AUC 1 0.6879 0.0005
2 (2606.6 mins) 0.6730 0.0012
3 (1116.7 mins) 0.6879 0.0005

Loan Recovery Data K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Cross-validation AUC 1 0.8142 0.0070
2 (12.5 mins) 0.8497 0.0074
3 (23.8 mins) 0.8224 0.0068

NOTE: The computation times are presented in brackets. Note that K refers to the
number of pseudo-classes in the minority class and K = 1 refers to standard
logistic regression.

We find that relabeling the minority class into two pseudo-
classes does enhance the performance on the Taiwan credit card
data, European credit card transaction data, and loan recovery
data. In each case, K = 2 was the preferred choice. With
the bank telemarketing data and Lending Club data, although
relabeling the minority class data into two or three pseudo-
classes did not enhance the predictive ability of the model, the
cross-validation procedure does correctly choose K = 1, hence
the overall procedure does not reduce prediction performance.
We also provide indicative computation times in Tables 2 and 3.
It is interesting to notice that the computation time for K = 2
and K = 3 on the Taiwan credit card data and Lending Club
data do not strictly follow the time complexity rule mentioned
in Section 4.2. This is due to the EM algorithm terminating early
when some of the φk = 0. This also explains why K = 3 gives
identical AUC to K = 1 for the Taiwan credit card data and
Lending Club data.

For the fraud detection problem, another important measure
for model assessment is the fraud detection rate with a fixed
alarm rate (Olszewski 2014). For example, if the bank prede-
fines the alarm rate at 0.5%, we are interested to know how
many fraud transactions could be detected at that level. This
performance metric is meaningful and practically valuable in
real applications (Hand et al. 2008). We provide the detected
fraud rate (with alarm rate set to 0.5%) for the European credit
card transaction data in Table 4. A notable enhancement from
K = 1 to K = 2 is observed. Figure 1 gives the full ROC
curve on one fold of the test set with K = 1 (logistic regression)
and K = 2 (multinomial logistic regression after relabeling).
We find improvement on the ROC curve at several specific
points. At the same time, once pseudo-classes are estimated
using the EM algorithm, we anticipate that they may express
useful information regarding the minority class in the applica-

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of the AUC from the test set experiment.

Taiwan Credit Card K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.7270 0.0062
2 (27.4 mins) 0.7562 0.0096
3 (36.8 mins) 0.7270 0.0062

Credit Fraud K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.9742 0.0151
2 (54.0 mins) 0.9753 0.0148
3 (88.4 mins) 0.9748 0.0142

Bank telemarketing K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.7913 0.0163
2 (3.6 mins) 0.7841 0.0169
3 (3.8 mins) 0.7899 0.0161

Lending Club K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.6882 0.0046
2 (272.5 mins) 0.6730 0.0049
3 (139.9 mins) 0.6882 0.0046

Loan Recovery Data K (computation time) Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.8168 0.0101
2 (1.5 mins) 0.8576 0.0049
3 (2.1 mins) 0.8272 0.0044

NOTES: The computation times are presented in brackets. Note that K refers to the
number of pseudo-classes in the minority class and K = 1 refers to standard
logistic regression.

Table 4. Fraud detection rate with fixed fraud alarm rate at 0.5% in Credit Fraud
data.

Number of Cross-validation Test set
pseudo-classes K detection rate (%) detection rate (%)

K=1 91.12 88.20
K=2 91.20 95.64
K=3 91.17 95.58

Figure 1. ROC curve on the test set for, logistic regression (K = 1) and multinomial
logistic regression with two pseudo-classes (K = 2) for the European credit card
fraud transaction data.

tion domain. See the supplementary material for some analysis
of the characteristics between different pseudo-classes.

The previous comparisons focus on the potential improve-
ment of a vanilla logistics regression model performance via our
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Figure 2. AUC of different methods from 2003 to 2013.

relabeling procedure. We now further compare our relabeling
procedure with other mitigation methods to highly imbalanced
logistic regression. The mean and standard deviation of the
AUC from the test set experiment with pseudo-classes generated
by K-means are presented in Table B.1 in Appendix B. We find
that the K-means approach does not provide a better prediction
performance on the test set. Table B.2 gives the mean and
standard deviation of the AUC from the test set experiment
with the model trained by using the RE-WLR algorithm or lasso
penalized logistic regression. Note that when training the RE-
WLR model, without more prior information about the whole
population, we use the proportion of the minority class in the
full data set as “τ -the proportion of rare events in the pop-
ulation” (Maalouf and Siddiqi 2014). The penalty parameters
for lasso penalized logistic regression are selected using 10-fold
cross-validation on the training set. We find that, when the
relabeling procedure does relabel the minority class into new
pseudo-classes, our relabeling method will outperform the RE-
WLR and lasso penalized logistic regression (see Taiwan credit
card and loan full recovery data). When the relabeling procedure
chooses not to relabel the minority class (i.e., a vanilla logistic
regression is used), these procedures have similar performance.

5.2. Mortgage Default Forecasting Experiment

In this section, we conduct a default forecasting experiment on
a US mortgage data set5. Freddie Mac is one of the largest enter-
prises in the secondary market for mortgages in the US, and
provides information about fixed-rate mortgages they bought
between 1999 and 2015. The target variable in our experiment
is whether a mortgage moves into default status in the following
two years after the first mortgage repayment. The default rate
can be as low as 0.5%, hence this is an imbalanced data problem.
We apply the relabeling approach to see if it provides improve-
ment in default forecasts.

5Data and details available at: http://www.freddiemac.com/news/finance/sf_loanlevel_dataset.html

Table 5. Experimental procedure for Freddie Mac mortgage default prediction: we
use a single year of data as training set (e.g., 2000) and deployed on four quarters
in the following third year (e.g., 2003), where the two year gap is used to measure
and collect default status.

Training set year 2000 2001 . . .

Default collection year 2001 2002 2002 2003 …
Testing set year 2003 2004 . . .

5.2.1. Experiment Procedure
We use data from a single year for training two different mod-
els “with relabeling” and “without relabeling”; here, “without
relabeling” refers to logistic regression. The “with relabeling”
procedure splits the minority class into K pseudo-classes; K
is obtained by 10-fold cross-validation on the training set (see
Section 4.3). These K pseudo-classes together with the majority
class constitute a relabeled training set. A multinomial logistic
regression is trained based on the relabeled data (nondefault as
base class) and the model output is the probability of default
by summing the posterior probability of each pseudo-class. In
the cross-validation process we explored up to K = 3. We
explored up to K = 3 in this experiment given the low number
of the minority class observations, which makes assuming four
or more different types of mortgage default or credit card fraud
transaction is difficult to justify on business grounds.

The “with relabeling” and “without relabeling” models are
deployed for forecasting on four quarters in the following third
year (see Table 5). The two year gap between training and testing
is used to measure and collect default status for mortgages in the
training set.

5.2.2. Results
Figure 2 gives the test set AUC for each method over the obser-
vation period. Points where the curves for the two methods,
logistic regression and relabeling, coincide (year 2003, 2004,
2008, 2010, 2011, 2013) are due to the cross-validation proce-
dure selecting K = 1 on the corresponding training set. Note
that this dataset is subject to appreciable concept or population
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drift (Krempl and Hofer 2011), not least due to the 2008 financial
crash. This makes detailed performance analysis more challeng-
ing.

We observe that the relabeling procedure outperforms
logistic regression in 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, and 2012. Even
when the relabeling procedure does not suggest performance
improvement, the cross-validation on the training set will
choose logistic regression (K = 1), hence preventing a drop in
forecasting performance. For the detailed number of the mean
AUC on the training set by cross-validation procedure, please
refer to Table B.3 in Appendix B. We also did a comparison
between our EM algorithm and K-means algorithm, and still
find that K-means does not outperform our EM algorithm.
Figures B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B give the test set AUC of each
quarter associated with the different number of pseudo-classes
on the minority class provided by using the EM algorithm and
K-means algorithm, respectively.

6. Discussion

In this article, a novel relabeling procedure is proposed as a
mitigation for highly imbalanced logistic regression. We use the
EM algorithm as the tool to obtain the underlying pseudo-class
structure among the minority class in the presence of highly
imbalanced data. As a theoretical preparation, the Owen (2007)
result is extended to a multiclass scenario. Experiments show
that our EM algorithm can divide the minority class data into
several distinct pseudo-classes on highly imbalanced data, and
modeling on such relabeled data can enhance predictive perfor-
mance when a cluster structure is present among the minority
class.

We appreciate one reviewer who pointed out the mismatch
between the algorithm and the theorem; in theory, the group-
ings are not affected by the common class data. With our EM
algorithm, however, the majority class data actually affect the
relabeling of the rare cases. We observed how the majority
class log-likelihood (i.e.,

∑N
i=1 log(Pr(yi = 0|x0i; v(u+1)) in

Equation (11)) changes in our EM algorithm regarding the
Taiwan Credit Card data. In an experiment, the EM algorithm
will terminate after 29 iterations and the majority class log-
likelihood increases from −2.0002 to −2.000176.

The reader may notice that the optimal choice of K is not
higher than 2 in Section 5.1’s experiments, hence terminates the
optimal K searching. However, K = 3 is the optimal choice
of the number of pseudo-classes in some years in Section 5.2;
therefore, it is possible for further improved results for K > 3
in those years. For our mortgage experiments in Section 5.2, we
limited the number of pseudo-classes K to 1, 2, or 3, since we
do not expect more than three pseudo-classes due to the low
number of mortgage defaults examples, we have in the data.
The choice of how many possible pseudo-classes, K, to explore
depends on the application problem being tackled and would be
the subject of further research.

As described in Section 4.2, the time complexity of our EM
algorithm is O(KnI), where I is determined by the numerical
method for solving multinomial logistic regression (the worst
case is O(p3K)). As we would expect, the EM algorithm can be
relatively slow when facing “big data,” so the optimization of

this EM algorithm needs further exploration. We use the logit-
link function (9) in our application for two reasons: logistic
regression is still a benchmark classification method in many
fields, and the theoretical limit behavior of logistic regression for
highly imbalanced data is clear. However, the concept of relabel-
ing may have more general applicability, and we are exploring
efficient relabeling procedures for other classification methods.
Indeed, if we put aside computational concerns for a moment,
the concept may also have value for balanced classification
problems, and this is an area for further research.

Appendix A. Proofs

We sketch the proof of Theorem 2 on page 7 first. We follow the lemmas
and theorems given by Owen (2007). Lemma 4 in [Owen 2007] proves a
numerical fact eα+c ≥ c+eα/(1 + eα), when α, c ∈ R, c+ = max(c, 0),
and Lemma 5 in [Owen 2007] establishes existence of a finite MLE
when N < ∞; they still hold for multinomial logistic regression.
We give three changes in Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and the main theorem
in [Owen 2007] (corresponding to Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Theorem
2 here).

First, let F satisfy the surrounded condition (Definition 1) at all
interest class mean vectors, that is, F surround at x̄	, where x̄	 can be
the mean vector of any chosen interest class. Thus Equation (4) holds
for some δ	 > 0; then an immediate consequence of Equation (4) is
that there exists η	 satisfying

inf
ψ∈�

∫
(x−x̄	)Tψ≥ε

dF(x) = η	 > 0

that is, η	 is the infimum of δ	. Please note that 	 symbol represents any
one of the interest classes k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}.

Lemma 1 (Owen 2007, lem. 6): For any interest class, let α̂	 and β̂	 be
the corresponding maximizers of the likelihood function (7), F satisfy
the surrounded condition at x̄	 and η	 be the infimum of δ	. Then for
any N ≥ 2n	/η	, we have eα̂	 ≤ 2n	/(Nη	).

Proof. For any interest class k, let eαk = Ak/N, where 0 < Ak < ∞.

∂�

∂α	
= n	 −

K∑
k=1

nk∑
i=1

eα	+(x1ik−x̄	)Tβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′ +(x1ik−x̄	)Tβk′

− N
∫ eα	+(x−x̄	)Tβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′ +(x−x̄	)Tβk′

dF(x)

≤ n	 − N
∫ eα	+(x−x̄	)Tβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′ +(x−x̄	)Tβk′

dF(x)

= n	 − A	

∫ e(x−x̄	)Tβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 Ak′ e(x−x̄	)Tβk′ /N

dF(x)

= n	 − A	

∫ e(x−x̄	)Tβ	

1 + A	e(x−x̄	)Tβ	 /N + ∑K
k′=1
k′ �=	

Ak′ e(x−x̄	)Tβk′ /N
dF(x)

≤ n	 − A	

∫
x∈�

e(x−x̄	)Tβ	

1 + A	N−1e(x−x̄	)Tβ	 + N−1 ∑K
k′=1
k′ �=	

Ak′ e(x−x̄	)Tβk′
dF(x)

≤ n	 − A	
1

1 + A	N−1 + N−1 ∑K
k′=1
k′ �=	

Ak′

∫
x∈�

dF(x)

≤ n	 − A	η	

1 + N−1 ∑K
k′=1 Ak′

,

where, � = {x|(x − x̄	)
Tβ	 ≥ 0, (x − x̄	)

Tβk′ ≤ 0 for all k′ �= 	}.
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Since η	 ≤ δ	 and δ	 <
∫
(x−x	)Tψ≥ε dF(x) ≤ 1 (see Definition

1), η	 is bounded in 0 < η	 ≤ δ	 < 1. Since N ≥ 2n	/η	, if we let
eα	 > 2n	/Nη	, we will have A	 > 2n	/η	. Then, we have

∂�

∂α	
< n	 − η	

η	
n	

+ ∑K
k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′−α	/N

= n	 − 1
1

n	
+ ∑K

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′−α	/(Nη	)
. (A1)

The right-hand side of Equation (A1) is a positive number, and
approaching zero as N → ∞; thus, when N is large enough, we will
have ∂ l/∂α	 ≤ 0. For the concave likelihood function, the negative
partial derivative means that the maximizer eα̂	 ≤ 2n	/(Nη	).

Lemma 2 (Owen 2007, lem. 7): Under the same conditions as in Lemma
1, lim supN→∞ ||̂β	|| < ∞.

Proof. Under the surrounded condition, a γ exists such that

inf
ψ∈�

∫
[(x − x̄	)

Tψ]+dF(x) ≥ γ > 0,

where ψTψ = 1 and [(x − x̄	)
Tψ]+ means the positive part of [(x −

x̄	)
Tψ]. For any interest class k, we still let eαk = Ak/N, where 0 <

Ak < ∞, then we have

�(α1, α2, · · · , αK , β1, β2, · · · , β	 = 0, · · · , βK)

−�(α1, α2, · · · , αK , β1, β2, · · · , βK)

= −
n	∑

i=1
log

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝1 + eα	 +
K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x1i	−x̄	)
Tβk′

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠

−
K∑

k=1
k�=	

nk∑
i=1

log

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝1 + eα	 +
K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)
Tβk′

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠

− N
∫

log

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝1 + eα	 +
K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x−x̄	)
Tβk′

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ dF(x)

+
n	∑

i=1
log

⎛⎝1 +
K∑

k′=1
eαk′+(x1i	−x̄	)

Tβk′

⎞⎠
+

K∑
k=1
k�=	

nk∑
i=1

log

⎛⎝1 +
K∑

k′=1
eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)

Tβk′

⎞⎠

+ N
∫

log

⎛⎝1 +
K∑

k′=1
eαk′+(x−x̄	)

Tβk′

⎞⎠ dF(x). (A2)

For the last three lines in Equation (A2), we have

K∑
k=1

nk∑
i=1

log

⎛⎝1 +
K∑

k′=1
eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)

Tβk′

⎞⎠
+N

∫
log

⎛⎝1 +
K∑

k′=1
eαk′+(x−x̄	)

Tβk′

⎞⎠ dF(x)

≥
K∑

k=1

nk∑
i=1

log
(

1 + eα	+(x1ik−x̄	)
Tβ	

)
+N

∫
log

(
1 + eα	+(x−x̄	)

Tβ	

)
dF(x)

≥ N
∫

log
(

1 + eα	+(x−x̄	)
Tβ	

)
dF(x).

For the first three lines in Equation (A2), let
∑K

k=1 nk = n, since
we know f (c) = c − log(1 + c) > 0 when c > 0, we have the following
inequality when N > 2nk/ηk, k ∈ {1, ..., K},

−
K∑

k=1

nk∑
i=1

log
(

1 + eα	 +
K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)
Tβk′

)

−N
∫

log
(

1 + eα	 +
K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x−x̄	)
Tβk′

)
dF(x)

> −(

K∑
k=1

nk + N)eα	 −
K∑

k=1

nk∑
i=1

K∑
k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)
Tβk′

−N
∫ K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

eαk′+(x−x̄	)
Tβk′ dF(x)

> −(n + N)eα	 −
K∑

k=1

nk∑
i=1

K∑
k′=1
k′ �=	

2nk′
Nηk′

e(x1ik−x̄	)βk′

−
∫ K∑

k′=1
k′ �=	

2nk′
ηk′

e(x−x̄	)
Tβk′ dF(x).

From the tail condition, we know∫ K∑
k′=1
k′ �=	

2nk′
ηk′

e(x−x̄	)
Tβk′ dF(x)

is a finite number (say q1) and

K∑
k=1

nk∑
i=1

K∑
k′=1
k′ �=	

2nk′
Nηk′

e(x1ik−x̄	)βk′

will be smaller than a fixed number q2 when N is big enough. Let q =
q1 + q2, thus we have

�(α1, α2, · · · , αK , β1, β2, · · · , β	 = 0, · · · , βK)

−�(α1, α2, · · · , αK , β1, β2, · · · , βK)

> −(n + N)eα	 − q + N
∫

log
(

1 + eα	+(x−x̄	)
Tβ	

)
dF(x)

≥ −(n + N)
A	

N
− q + N

eα	

1 + eα	

×
∫
(x−x̄	)Tβ	≥0

(x − x̄	)
Tβ	F(x) [via Lemma 4 [Owen 2007]]

≥ −(n + N)
A	

N
− q + A	

1 + A	/N
||β	||γ . (A3)

Equation (A3) shows that when ||β	|| > (1+A/N)(1+n/N)/(qγ ), we
have �(α	, 0) > �(α	, β	). Thus, maximizing the likelihood function
will obviously let ||̂β	|| < 2/qγ , when N is sufficiently large.
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Next, we prove the main theorem (Theorem 2 on page 244) in our
article.

Theorem 2 Let n ≥ 1, and x1ik, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, i ∈ {1, . . . , nk} be
fixed and suppose F satisfies the tail condition (Equation (5)) and is
surrounded at x̄k, k ∈ {1, ..., K} as described in Definition 1. Let x̄	 be
any one of the interest class mean vector x̄ks. Then the corresponding
maximizer (̂α	, β̂	) of Equation (7) satisfies

lim
N→∞

∫
xexT β̂	dF(x)∫
exT β̂	dF(x)

= x̄	.

Proof. Setting ∂�/∂β	 = 0, we have

0 = ∂�

∂β	

= −
K∑

k=1

nk∑
i=1

(x1ik − x̄	)eα	+(x1ik−x̄	)
Tβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)Tβk′

−N
∫

(x − x̄	)eα	+(x−x̄	)
Tβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′+(x−x̄	)Tβk′

dF(x).

Dividing by Neα	+x̄T
	 β	 , we have∫
(x − x̄	)exTβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′+(x−x̄	)Tβk′

dF(x)

= − 1
N

K∑
k=1

nk∑
i=1

(x1ik − x̄	)exT
1ikβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′+(x1ik−x̄	)Tβk′

,

where because β̂	 is bounded, the right side will vanish as N → ∞.
Thus we have

x̄	

∫ exTβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′+(x−x̄	)Tβk′

dF(x)

=
∫ xexTβ	

1 + ∑K
k′=1 eαk′+(x−x̄	)Tβk′

dF(x)

Since α̂	 → −∞ as N → ∞ and the tail condition, the results hold.

The above proof shows that each minority class only contributes to
the multinomial logistic regression via its mean vector. Next, we give
the monotonicity proof of our EM algorithm.

Theorem 3. Monotonicity of the EM algorithm: if Q(V|V(u)) ≥
Q(V(u)|V(u)), then �(V) ≥ �(V(u)).

Proof. Let Equation (10) be Q(V|V(u)) + h(Z|X; V(u)), where
h(Z|X; V(u)) = −̂piklog(̂pik). Now we have �(V) ≥ Q(V|V(u)) +
h(Z|X; V(u)).

Consider a special case when V = V(u), and let C(u)
i =∑K

k=1 φ
(u)
k Pr(zi = k|x1i; v(u)); we notice that

n∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

p̂iklog
(φ

(u)
k Pr(Zi = k|x1i; v(u))

p̂ik

)
=

n∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

φ
(u)
k Pr(zi = k|x1i; v(u))

Ci

× logφ(u)
k Pr(zi = k|x1i; v(u))

Ci

φ
(u)
k Pr(zi = k|x1i; v(u))

=
n∑

i=1
logCi

∑K
k=1 φ

(u)
k Pr(zi = k|x1i; v(u))

Ci
=

n∑
i=1

logCi,

thus, after simplification, we have �(V(u)) = Q(V(u)|V(u)) +
h(Z|X; V(u)).

Since Q(V|V(u)) ≥ Q(V(u)|V(u)), we have

�(V) ≥ Q(V|V(u)) + h(Z|X; V(u))

≥ Q(V(u)|V(u)) + h(Z|X; V(u)) = �(V(u)),

which states that improving the Q-function will at least not make the
log-likelihood worse.

Appendix B. Tables and Figures

Table B.1. Mean and standard deviation of the AUC from the test set experiment
with pseudo-classes generated by K-means.

Taiwan Credit Card K Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.7270 0.0062
2 0.7354 0.0185
3 0.7362 0.0163

Credit Fraud K Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.9742 0.0151
2 0.9724 0.0116
3 0.9701 0.0089

Bank talemarketing K Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.7913 0.0163
2 0.7894 0.0096
3 0.7876 0.0261

Lending Club K Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.6882 0.0046
2 0.6754 0.0043
3 0.6692 0.0044

Loan Recovery Data K Mean AUC Standard deviation

Test set AUC 1 0.8168 0.0101
2 0.8485 0.0396
3 0.8478 0.0403

NOTE: K refers to the number of pseudo-classes in the minority class.

Table B.2. Mean and standard deviation of the AUC from the test set experiment
by using the RE-WLR algorithm and lasso penalized logistic regression.

AUC (standard AUC (standard Penalty parameter
deviation) RE-WLR deviation) Lasso of lasso

Taiwan Credit Card 0.7374 (0.0144) 0.7221 (0.0103) 3.1943 × 10−4

Credit Fraud 0.9448 (0.0132) 0.9710 (0.0099) 3.3273 × 10−4

Bank telemarketing 0.7632 (0.0148) 0.7804 (0.0134) 3.2075 × 10−4

Lending Club 0.6822 (0.0050) 0.6834 (0.0082) 5.8013 × 10−4

Loan Recovery Data 0.7887 (0.0266) 0.8227 (0.0207) 8.6052 × 10−4

NOTE: The selected penalty parameters of lasso penalized logistic regression are
given in the fourth column, which are chosen by 10-fold cross-validation on the
training set.

Table B.3. Mean AUC on training set by ten fold cross-validation, boldface indicates
the chosen K in EM algorithm Freddie Mac experiments.

Train year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

K = 1 0.8569 0.8508 0.8615 0.8509 0.7819 0.8469
K = 2 0.8475 0.8450 0.8629 0.8549 0.7853 0.8408
K = 3 0.8213 0.8396 0.8642 0.8697 0.7631 0.8356

Train year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
K = 1 0.8484 0.8660 0.8708 0.8882 0.8322
K = 2 0.8487 0.8613 0.8682 0.9217 0.8253
K = 3 0.7599 0.8598 0.8664 0.9204 0.8297
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Figure B.1. Test set AUC with different number of relabeled pseudo-classes on the minority class, by using EM Algorithm; K = 1 is the simple logistic regression.

Figure B.2. Test set AUC of different number of relabeled pseudo-classes on the minority class, by using K-means, K = 1 is the simple logistic regression.

Supplementary Material

The pseudo-code of the EM algorithm and some analysis of the character-
istic of the pseudo-classes in Section 5 are given in supplementary material.
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